CASE STUDY

Intelligent Debt Collection
in Utilities
Driving customer enhancements in debt resolution

“Inawisdom is helping us better support our customers

in debt with advanced Machine Learning. By driving
strategies around debt and communication preferences,
Inawisdom is ensuring we can provide best-in-class
outcomes for our customers in need.”

Our Customer

MARK WILKINSON, HEAD OF INCOME, NWG

Our Customer
Northumbrian Water Group (NWG) provide water and sewerage services. They
work hard to be a leading performer in their industry looking to provide the best
quality water and an effective sewerage service.
Sustainability is at the core of their purpose; this means protecting and enhancing
the environment in everything they do; being the best they can in meeting their
customers’ needs and having a positive impact on the communities where they
operate. They focus on delivering reliable and resilient services, valuing the
natural capital and ecosystems, giving unrivalled customer experiences and
making a wider contribution to society.

Their Challenge
Customers of NWG will, on occasion and for various reasons, fail to maintain
payments and fall into debt. NWG wanted to be able to help these customers
further and find the most efficient and effective way of communicating with them.
Currently a variety of strategies are utilised in customer engagement to attempt
to collect or resolve debt, with these pre-defined strategies being based on an
automated rules-based system that has been developed over many years.
NWG wanted to explore and optimise the debt resolution workflow. Through the use
of Machine Learning, NWG wanted to gain insights into what actions make the biggest
impact on collecting debt and provide predictions on the likelihood of success.
They wanted to reduce the number of steps involved in collecting a customer’s debt,
thereby reducing the cost to NWG and improving the overall customer experience.
NWG have an “All in Cloud” objective and wanted a partner that could provide
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) services, with proven expertise
in a cloud environment.
NWG chose Inawisdom, an AWS full stack services provider and specialist in AI/ML to
help them discover insights in their collections data and optimise the debt process.

Learn more

www.inawisdom.com
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Our Solution
Inawisdom first looked at and analysed NWG’s current collections
process to assess its efficiency. While the process showed improvement
over time, Inawisdom proved there was still opportunity to optimise
and to shorten the debt resolution methodology. Inawisdom looked
to uncover the “next best action” for NWG in their collections process
through a series of ML classification models. These models used
historical data to help intelligently predict what method would maximise
success of debt recovery.
Different parameters were used to identify the predicted outcomes at
different stages of the debt recovery cycle and Inawisdom were able
to create individual paths for any given customer. This ‘Next-Best-Path’
recommendation took the multiple models that were built, artificially
simulating thousands of possible action permutations to find the action
sequence that could maximise collections and bring the debt to an
earlier resolution.

Our Results
Following the Inawisdom engagement, NWG were able to look
at hyper-personalised 'Next-Best-Path' models, providing
recommendations for the most effective action, and then subsequent
path, for each separate customer and circumstance. This allows for
customers to have an enhanced engagement with NWG and help
them settle their debt in a speedier, more efficient way.
The Machine Learning process highlighted that if these models
were implemented, a collection could happen on average, a notable
22 days earlier, removing two steps in the process. This enabled a
superior, streamlined process, resolving debt earlier, saving resource
and time and giving NWG a better understanding of debt resolution.

Inawisdom ran the ML models in an AWS environment making for a
simple, rapid deployment of the project, requiring no infrastructure
change and minimising complexity.

The models were also able to predict the success of communication
types based on when in the process they were sent and times of the
week that customers preferred to be contacted.

Inawisdom deployed its Rapid Analytics and Machine Learning Platform
(RAMP) to accelerate the engagement, providing a ready-made machine
learning (ML) platform, pre-configured with the latest ML libraries and
scalable environment. The project followed the Inawisdom standard
Discovery approach focussing on opportunity definition and value
discovery, always prioritising data privacy, due to the customer related
nature of the data.

The success of the project will allow NWG to test the model in a
real-world environment and integrate the ‘Next -Best-Path’ models
in to their existing collection system.

Key Benefits:
Earlier, improved debt resolution

Further use-cases are in progress and Inawisdom’s partnership will
continue to support NWG in their digital transformation path.

“At NWG, we focus on innovation. Partnering with Inawisdom
has enabled us to adopt leading Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning into our organisation to drive a superior
customer experience. They are providing both the strategy

Streamlined collections process

and expertise to help us bring these emerging technologies

Enhanced customer engagement

in to our day-to-day operation; its been a pleasure working
with them.”
Nigel Watson, Group IS Director, NWG

About Us
Inawisdom is a leading specialist in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML). We enable customers to
rapidly discover and deliver business
differentiation from their data assets to
drive true value. Inawisdom is an Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting
Partner and Machine Learning Global
Launch Competency Partner, serving
global businesses in a broad range of
industries, across UK and EMEA.
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